
Introducing the Pistol Display by

For the esteemed collector of fine guns, we present  
the perfect display case for your investment.

< 14-Gun Cherry Pistol Display  (Ebony Inlaid Diamonds)

< 14-Gun Cherry Shaker Pistol Display (Simpler Crown and Flutes)

< 14-Gun Mission Pistol Display (Cherry) No Turnings or Flutes

Wall Unit Pistol Display Styles:
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< 1/2” Polycarbonate Doors
 Bullet proof materials used for security of door.
 Note: 1/2” polycarbonate will stop a .38 magnum at point  
 blank range.

< Embedded Metal Angles for Additional Strength
 This cabinet attaches to wall through these angles with  
 provided hardware.

< Pick Proof Patented Bi-Lock System
 Door security taken seriously with this lock system.

< Trigger Lock System for Pistol Mounting
 This system accommodates all pistols from the smallest size  
 up to 15” in length and 7” in height.

 

< Fine Soft Leather
 Buttery, soft leather back creates a rich background for your  
 pistol collection. Standard in all pistol cases.

< Maintenance Free LED Lighting
 Energy efficient LED strip lighting  casts a soft even glow over the   
 entire collection
 One-touch on/off activation
 Convenient flip lid provides easy access to lighting components   
 (standard in all pistol cases)

Built from solid cherry wood with ornate trim on ends, standard 
GunSafe turnings on face, roped crown molding and decorative  
trim on bottom.

A beautiful, secure, pistol display package unlike anything else  
ever offered.

Standard Security Features

The perfect complement to your Standard or Deluxe 
GunSafe. The pistol cabinets can be incorporated into 
a deluxe unit or other custom furniture pieces in your 
choice of wood and decor.

7-Gun Cabinet

303/4” wide
37 1/2” tall
10” deep

14-Gun Cabinet

Weighs 95 lbs
52 3/4” wide
37 1/2” tall
10” deep

21-Gun Cabinet

763/4” wide
37 1/2” tall
10” deep<
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All pistol displays come standard with 2.5” metal 
strip embedded on each side of wood upright 
pieces, allowing optional magnets to hold a pistol 
barrel if needed. (shown below)

< 7-Gun Deluxe 
Pistol Display with 
Black Ebony  
Diamonds Inlaid on 
4 Corners and  
2 Lines of Black  
Ebony with Diamonds 
Inlaid in Top Center.

< 21-Gun Deluxe Pistol Display Case

50” wide
39” tall
21 1/2” deep

< 14-Gun Deluxe Pistol Display Base

Features pullout cleaning shelf.
Optional leather in drawers on 
base top and cleaning shelf.
Doors to hide storage on bottom.

“I absolutely love this new pistol display! The color and style match my 
GunSafe cabinet exactly. I never imagined it would be so nice.” – Joe G. 
Mattoon, IL

“This new pistol display is gorgeous! It compliments my other 
two GunSafe cabinets. GunSafe craftsmen are extremely precise 
and I’m perfectly happy with their work.” – G.O. Champaign, IL


